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_______________________________ ARTISTIC VISION

The individual is social and is partly constituted by its environment. This aspect of our
behavior fascinates me and leads me to the search of a gesture reflecting impulses that
carry us and influence our evolution.

I am particularly interested in the intimate cohabitation established between the individual
and his environment, how it can influence its emotional and physical behaviors. Our
relationship with the environment is such a fine woven canvas of intangible connections
between elements evolving in a common space. My work is built around these connections
which we do not perceive or do not understand, these dynamics that influence our evolution
mostly unconsciously.

By exploring these connections that allow us to feel, to be affected, to build relationships
with others, a singular body language has emerged. Like the waves of influence that lead us
in our personal journey, movement stand out for a natural fluidity and momentum. A
momentum playing with the weight of our body parts into and transports us in space.
Connected to impalpable currents, the movement leads us along a path until the arrival of a
disturbance which will then reconfigures our journey.
Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
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FLUID DYNAMICS (DYNAMIQUE DES FLUIDES)
Choreographic triptych
FLUIDES + O2 + VISCOSITÉ

FLUID DYNAMICS (Dynamique des fluides), is the continuation of the choreographic
research started with the project Sens dessus dessous presented at the Fringe Festival in
June 2013 (Montreal). This diptych under construction explores the interactions that
individuals have with their environment from a singular point of view: the fluid dynamics
theory, that studies the movements of fluids, whether liquid or gaseous.
A fluid may be considered as an entity composed of a large number of material particles,
which move in relation to each other. The proposition considers the individual as one of
these particles moving in space and time according to various parameters such as speed,
density and pressure. Beyond the physical and deterministic aspect of the theory, it is truly
the analogy of particles evolving together while affecting each other that underlies the
proposal. FLUID DYNAMICS focuses on these intangible links that connect us and define
our interactions.

Funding and support
Parcours Scene | Mentorship program, creation and career development (2015-2016)
Studio Flak (José Navas) | research & creation residency (2016)
UQAM Dance Department | programme d’aide aux artistes (2013, 2014, 2015)
Studio 303 | creation residency (2015, Montréal)
École Supérieure de Ballet du Québec | creation residency (2015, Montréal)
Compagnie Pigeons International | creation residency (2014, Montréal)
ACTS - École Supérieure Chorégraphique | research laboratory (2014, Paris)
Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec | Bourse de déplacement (2014)
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____________________________ FLUID (FLUIDES)
Built intuitively around the individual immersed in a hyperactive society sense of lostness,
Fluids explores liquids characteristics. emerged throughout the process with a natural
fluidity. In the image of a group of particles moving together while affecting each other, the
bodies are connected to the same breathing and the gesture allows a natural fluidity
emerge. From phenomena such as vortex and submersion, I revisit the social behaviors of
the individual who can let himself be carried, swept away, manipulate or on the contrary
overcomes or free itself from the mass movements that surround him.

Photo © Sandra Lynn Bélanger
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Length | 20 minutes
Choreographer | Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
Performers | Marine Rixhon, Marijoe Foucher, Liane Thériault
Music designer | Hani Debbache
Lighting designer | Hugo Dalphond
Set | 4 jars with water suspended
Past shows |
Parcours Scène - nov. 2015, Maison de la culture Villeray St-Michel Parc-Extension, Mtl
Festival Zone Homa - aout 2014, Montréal
Festival Auteurs de troubles - avril 2014, Lyon (France)
Sens dessus dessous (work in progress) - Festival Fringe - juin 2013, Montréal
Videos |
Excerpts - 2min20 - http://vimeo.com/anneflore/fluides

Photo © Gilles Aguillar
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__________________________________________ O2
O2 proposes bodies just like fine suspended particles responding to the laws of fluid
dynamics. Symbolized by the union of two oxygen atoms, this duet explores the properties
of this gaseous ensemble forming an expansible and compressible fluid. Caught between
momentum and gravity, performers moves throughout space under intangible currents. An
accurate and sensitive gesture emerges under the rhythm of those disturbances which
constantly reconfigure their trajectories.

Photo © Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
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Length | 15 minutes
Choreographer | Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
Performers | Gabriel Painchaud, Keven Lee
Music designer | Hani Debbache
Lighting designer | Hugo Dalphond
Past shows |
Parcours Scène - Nov. 2015, Maison de la culture Villeray St-Michel Parc-Extension, Mtl
Zone Homa Festival - August 12 2015, Maison de la culture Maisonneuve, Montreal
Dance Matters - 21 et 22 février 2015, Scotiabank Studio Theatre, Toronto
Première - Festival Quartiers Danses, 17 sept. 2014, amphithéâtre du Gesù , Montréal

Videos |
Excerpts - 4min https://vimeo.com/121670968
Teaser - 1min: https://vimeo.com/144249450

Photos © Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
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________________________ VISCOSITY (Viscosité)
Viscosity reveals five bodies connected just like fine particles responding to flow and
elasticity qualities and viscous fluids.
The viscosity can be defined as the property of resistance of a fluid to its flow. Through this
physical resistance, I explore the individual attachments according to different aspects of
his social life. I am interested in the way individuals get attached to their environment
through their ambitions, traditions, religion, family relationships, love, geographic roots, etc.
At the rate of instinctive impulses, the bodies are moving as a single entity, a clear
mechanical emerges and awakens a sensory relationship with the viewer.
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Length | 30 minutes
Choreographer | Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
Artistic advisor | Caroline Laurin-Beaucage
Performers | Marine Rixhon, Marijoe Foucher, Liane Thériault,
Gabriel Painchaud, Keven Lee
Music designer | Hani Debbache
Lighting designer | Hugo Dalphond
Rehearsal director | Corinne Crâne Desmarais
Shows |
Tangente - mars 2017, Wilder Building, Montréal // Accès Danse festival - april 2015,
Châteauguay, Qc // Dance Matters - april 2015, Toronto // Parcours Scène - Nov. 2015,
Maison de la culture Villeray St-Michel Parc-Extension, Mtl // Zone Homa Festival - August
12 2015, Maison de la culture Maisonneuve, Montreal
Videos |
Teaser - 1min https://vimeo.com/142707761
Excerpts - 13 min: https://vimeo.com/204837653/44d1dab257
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_________________________ PRESS REVUES
“Après la très aboutie Fluides d’Anne-Flore de Rochambeau, créée avec Marine Rixhon,
Marijoe Foucher et Liane Thériault en 2013, on était très curieux de voir Gabriel Painchaud
et Keven Lee s’approprier sa vigoureuse et moelleuse gestuelle dans O2. Ce deuxième
volet épuré du triptyque Dynamique des fluidesentremêle avec finesse le chassé-croisé
habile des deux danseurs — Painchaud est magnétique —, les lumières sensibles de Hugo
Dalphond et la musique électroacoustique de Hani Debbache.”
“Pour Viscoscité, étape en cours du troisième volet de Dynamique des fluides, on retrouve
les captivantes interprètes de Fluides — mais sans la chorégraphe, cette fois-ci — aux
côtés de Painchaud et Lee. Magnifique première partie contemplative et kinesthésique, où
les danseurs semblent habités malgré eux par des ondoiements obstrués. La lumière
intermittente et la musique concourent à communiquer une impression de sang qui pulse
dans les veines. Alors que le mouvement s’accélère, un sentiment d’urgence se crée
progressivement. Le pari risqué de chorégraphier la viscosité à travers une gestuelle
athlétique et rapide au sol est réussi.”
Nayla Naoufal, Des femmes et des fluides, http://www.ledevoir.com/culture/danse/447603/
des-femmes-et-des-fluides LeDevoir – 14.08.2015
“Fluides, fut fascinant tant au niveau de l’univers que du visuel et des sons. Chorégraphiée
par la danseuse Anne-Flore de Rochambeau , la pièce évoque du début à la fin un
sentiment de mouvement perpétuel. […] Hyperactivité, mouvance, changement ; telles sont
les essences de Fluides. Avec cette pièce, la chorégraphe Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
nous invite dans un univers parallèle bien ficelé, où la légèreté du corps et de l’être est mise
à l’honneur.”
Marie-Ange Zibi, Zone Homa | http://www.scene1425.com/en/magazine/zone-homa-retoursur-le-duo-de-spectacles-etres-a-lacer-fluides , 21.08.2014
“Anne-Flore de Rochambeau surprend avec la qualité de Sens dessus dessous [...] elle fait
preuve d’un bel instinct chorégraphique. La subtilité avec laquelle elle joue sur les
changements de rythme au sein d’une même phrase ou pour passer d’une section à l’autre
donne une fluidité remarquable à cette œuvre”
Fabienne Cabado, La danse au Fringe: Article complet dents de scie, Voir, 20.06.2013
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“A metaphoric work of women navigating aimlessly in circles. Like goldfish in jars above.
One woman stares at a jar. Seeing herself.
A fascinating mesmerizing work.”
Ted Fox, Anne-Flore de Rochambeau in Montreal Fringe, Evidanceradio.com, 04.07.2013
“Aboutie et sensible, elle donne à voir l’univers particulier d’une chorégraphe en devenir
[...] Anne-Flore de Rochambeau fait mouche en créant un imaginaire bien à elle, où tout
s’accorde à merveille, scénographie, éclairages, musique. Les mouvements des danseuses
sont empreints de musicalité et semblent respirer avec la trame sonore”
Nayla Naoufal, Sens dessus dessous d’Anne-Flore de Rochambeau: Naïades sur terre
ferme, Dancefromthemat.com, 16.06.2013
“Sens Dessus Dessous is a strong and vibrant show, with some wonderful performers. With
a fluid quality that is astoundingly delivered by the highly capable dancers Marine Rixhon,
Marijoe Foucher, Liane Thériault and Anne-Flore de Rochambeau herself. They flow around
the space effortlessly, using gravity to propel them around the floor in swift movements.”
J.D. Papillon, MONTREAL FRINGE 2013: SENS DESSUS DESSOUS
BloodyUnderrated.net, 20.06.2013
“This four-woman performance is a free and fluid thirty minutes of sheer joy: great set, great
lighting, great choreography, and great dancing! [...] The timing of the piece is impeccable,
and there is a great chemistry between the perform throughout. Rochambeau has a clear
artistic vision, and clearly knows how communicate it to her performers!”
Helen Simard, Fringe-o-Rama! A review of The Birdmann, Made of Meat, and Sens Dessus
Dessous, Danscussion.com, 22.06.2013
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Photo © Maxime Pronovost
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Photos © Anne-Flore de Rochambeau
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Photos © Denis Martin
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________________________________ ARTISTS
ANNE-FLORE DE ROCHAMBEAU | CHOREOGRAPHER
After Paris and New York, Anne-Flore de
Rochambeau graduated from UQAM in 2012.
Following her graduation, she danced for Pigeons
International and Les Soeurs Schmutt before she
begins her choreographic trilogy inspired by fluids
dynamic. The premises of her project were first
programmed in 2013 within the festival Vue sur la
Relève and Fringe Montreal. Following these
performances, the first phase Fluids was then
performed at Festival Auteur de Troubles (France,
April 2014), and within Zone Homa (August 2014).
The second phase of her trilogy O2 was premiered
in Festival Quartiers Danses in September 2014.
In this era where provocative and performance
arts are blossoming, Anne-Flore designs the
space with a smooth aesthetic where a sensible
and intuitive language emerges from the bodies.
Exploring the intimate relationship between the
individual and its environment, she developed a
signature reflecting the unconscious mechanisms
that characterize interactions.

MARINE RIXHON | PERFORMER
Originally from Belgium, Marine Rixhon
has lived in Montreal since 2009. After a
hight ballet and contemporary dance
training in Liege, Toulouse and Montreal
(UQÀM 2013), Marine has work
alongside various choreographers such
as Les Soeurs Schmutt, Anne-Flore de
Rochambeau, Liliane Moussa, Léa
Tremblay Fong, Sarah Dell’Ava as well
as David Albert-Toth and Emily Gualtieri
(Parts+Labour_Danse Cie). This year,
she co-founds [LE] CAP, a collective of
dance artists, which places mutual help
and resource sharing at the heart of her
concerns
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LIANE THÉRIAULT | PERFORMER
After a BA at Université de Montréal in
cinematographic studies (2008), Liane
graduate from UQAM with a BA in
contemporary dance (2012). Those two
disciplines developed her interest in creating
ways to connect dance with other artistic
medium. In her work: Some Are Born to
Endless Night (2012) soundtracks of three
movies interlace with dance in ordre to bring
back a cinematographic memory.

GABRIEL PAINCHAUD | PERFORMER
After an master in mathematics at UQAM
Gabriel began studying ballet and
contemporary dance at Ballet
Divertimento. During these years, Gabriel
has worked with various choreographers
including Edgar Zendejas, Dave St-Pierre,
Sonya Stefan, Rayco Cano Cortez. After
completing this training, he immediately
had the chance to be an apprentice in the
company Virtuo Dance with Ghislaine
Doté. He also danced in diverse projects
such as the play Equus staged by Domi
Reiter Soffer, Nutcracker from the Ballet
West and 1, 2, 3 les pieds dans l’eau from
the company Fleuve Espace Danse.
Recently Gabriel performed in A
Melancholic Journal choreographed by David Pressault, presented by ID dance and he was part
of Salon double from Sonya Stefan presented at Agora de la Danse in autumn 2013.
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MARIJOE FOUCHER | PERFORMER
Marijoe graduated from University of
Quebec at Montreal with a BA in dance.
During her training, she was able to dive
into various choreographic universe as
those of Sylvain Émard and Manon Oligny.
In addition, she has participated in several
art projects for emerging choreographers
during the Fringe Festival (2012), Festival
Vue sur le Relève (2013) and two
residencies at café bistro L’aRRêt dE bUS
(2012-2013). She also joined the work in
situ Écoute pour Voir by the choreographer
Emmanuel Jouthe. Marijoe to urge through
this art to communicate a force, an energy,
driven by imagination and instinct vision.
Marijoe is fully committed through this art to
communicate a force, an energy, a vision driven by imagination and instinct.

KEVEN LEE | PERFORMER
Keven Lee began his career as a dancer
in the dance groupe of the University of
Montreal led by Erin Flynn. He pursued his
training at Concordia University and Ballet
Divertimento. Keven has worked with the
company ID Dance in A Melancholic
Journal choreographed by David
Pressault. He also works with Sébastien
Provencher on various creations such as
Serait-il impossible de vivre debout
presented in the Festival Quartiers Danses
2013. Alongside his work in dance, he is
currently completing a master of research
on rehabilitation on the use of dance with
autistic children. In 2013, Keven joined the dance company Sursaut for the production of tLa
cigale et la fourmi.
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HUGO DALPHOND | LIGHTING DESIGNER
Hugo Dalphond works with space and light in
theater, dance, photography and installations. He
explores the dynamics and mechanisms of the
influence of the scenic plasticity on the spectators
bodies. He is currently completing a degree in
theater at UQAM questioning how the space is
organized in a dramatic performative installation.
Hugo is also the co-artistic director of Mille
chevaux-vapeur, that focuses on multidisciplinary
creation and allows him to explore the aesthetic
possibilities of space and body structure.
millechevauxvapeur.com

HANI DEBBACHE | MUSIC DESIGNER
Hani Debbache enters in the world of music
when he completed his Bachelor of Engineering
at the Polytechnic School of Montreal. He is
then particularly attracted by synthesizers of the
past. The logic of this instrument, when
mastered allows a degree creative freedom
unrivaled. Today, his work combines synthetic
and acoustic sounds, and his style is inspired by
artists such as Hecq, Amon Tobin and Apparat.
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